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EXPERTS
ON PARQUET FLOORING
SINCE 1953

In 1953, on Balmes street in Barcelona,
Manel Roig Batlle established Rover, a
business engaged in the installation of
insulation materials, cork underlays and
wood floorings, which quickly became
pioneer in its sector.

PREMIUM QUALIT Y
WOOD FLOORS

In 1964 Manel Roig Vergés (son) joined the
family business and, thanks to the acquired
knowledge of German as a student in the
Swiss School of Barcelona, established the
first commercial relationships with the most
important European manufacturers of
parquet. In 1985 Manel Roig Gaeta (grandson), joined the family business and in 2001,
making the most of the knowledge acquired, establishes Parquets Flotants SL, with
the motivation of specializing in the parquet
flooring.

Barcelona Design

Since then, the idea of providing the market
with high quality and environmental-friendly
products, with unique expressive qualities,
has been one of the main company objectives. In 2015 they launched their own brand
that responds to this yearning and which
identifies the product with this important
family legacy: ROVER Parquets Flotants SL.

tel +34 93 713 51 39
marketing@parquetsflotants.com
www.parquetsflotants.com
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ROVER DESIGN NEW COLLECTION

Rover Design was created to provide a response to the
need to achieve a natural look with oil finished parquet, but
with the strength and easy maintenance of the lacquer
finished parquet, always having in mind the respect for the
environment and people’s health.

High Quality
The reduced production of Rover Design parquet
and its careful handling guarantee a product of
excellent quality and high abrasion resistance.

Wellness
and beauty
Concieved and designed in Catalonia, Rover
Design parquet provides a product with unique
expressive capacities, with natural finishes and
the highest quality, and are customizable according
to the aesthetic requirements in each project.

ORIGINAL BOIRA

ref. 360.06 RV

ORIGINAL NATURE

ref. 360.01 RV

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

ORIGINAL TORAN

ref. 360.02 RV

Respecting
the environment
and health
All the selected wood for the manufacture of the
Rover Design parquet comes from controlled
forests, certiﬁed with the FSC label.
It is unique in the market in the use of water-based
high-tech coating, an exclusive product of Rover.
This varnish is highly respectful of the environment
and people’s health.*

MEASUREMENTS

1860mm x 189mm x 14mm

2200mm x 260mm x 20mm

CONSTRUCTION

1-strip ply parquet

1-strip ply parquet

Glueless WICLOC connection

T&G Connection

2-sides bevelled 1 mm.

4-sides bevelled 0,5 mm.

BOX

2,8123 m2

2,288 m2

WEAR LAYER

Oak (3 mm.)

Oak (6 mm.)
Water based varnish

FINISH

Ultraviolet drying / Commercial use with heavy traffic
SOLVENT CONTENT

BL ANC BERET

ref. 350.01 RV

ROURE OC NERE

ref. 380.05 RV

ROURE MONTGARRI

ref. 380.12 RV

* Volatile parts emanation from our water-based high-tech coating is
just 0,25%, in contrast to the 65% of a standard polyurethane varnish.

volatile organic compound (VOC): harmless (0,25%)

CHARACTERISTIC

REGULATIONS

RESULT

Fire resistance

EN 14342

Dfl-s1

Abrasion resistance

EN 13329 + A1:2009

AC5 >6000

Shift resistance

UNE-CEN/TS

15676:2008
VERY GOOD

Yellowing resistance
ROURE RUDA

ref. 380.07 RV

ROURE OS

ref. 380.10 RV

NARGÓ

ref. 390.01 RV

Chemichal resistance
Wood is a natural product, therefore characteristics like colour or
grain may vary among the different strips or in reference to a
specific sample. Singularities such as knots and resin inclusions are
not considered as defects. Wood may experience tone evolutions
and changes in colour due to wood properties.

X-TREME

ref. 399.01 RV / 399.02 RV

ref. 399.03 RV / 399.04 RV / 399.05 RV

prEN

14354

